Non-dominant eye responses in the dorsal lateral geniculate nucleus of the cat: an intracellular study.
While binocularity has been established as an important characteristic of cat visual cortical neurons, neurons in the dorsal lateral geniculate nucleus (LGNd) are commonly believed to be monocular. To test whether binocularity exists at the level of the LGNd, postsynaptic potentials (PSPs) of 101 cells were intracellularly recorded in eight normal and eight monocularly deprived cats while presenting stimuli to either the dominant or non-dominant eyes. The results showed that: (1) About 92% of neurons (45 out of 49) responded to a flashing spot presented to the non-dominant eye. In contrast to the dominant eye responses, the non-dominant eye PSPs usually exhibited the same polarization tendency (hyperpolarization or depolarization) to flashing spot stimuli of light increment or decrement, and most of them were inhibitory (hyperpolarization, 35 out of 45, 78%). (2) The response field (RF) of the non-dominant eye overlapped that of the dominant eye. (3) For most binocular cells, peak-to-peak amplitudes of non-dominant eye PSPs were about half the size (46%) of those of the dominant eye. The peak latencies and half-peak latencies of non-dominant eye PSPs were significantly longer than those of the dominant eye (mean differences were 5.4 ms and 5.6 ms respectively). (4) Most of the binocular cells responded well to contrast reversing gratings presented to the non-dominant eye, and the responses were clearly spatial-frequency tuned. No null phase could be found for non-dominant eye PSPs, no matter the neuron was classified as X or Y type according to dominant eye elicited responses. Some of the cells responded well to drifting gratings presented to the non-dominant eye. (5) We also recorded 52 cells in monocularly deprived cats, and found that 49 cells (94%) showed significant responses to flashing spots presented to the non-dominant eye, a similar percentage to that found in normal cats (92%). as strongly monocular neurons, most of LGNd cells could also be driven by the non-dominant eye. The responses evoked by non-dominant eye stimulation differ greatly from those evoked by dominant eye stimulation, and remain intact even without visual experience. These observations suggest an important role of the perigeniculate nucleus in providing binocular inputs to LGNd cells.